Excision of integrated simian virus 40 DNA involving homologous recombination between viral DNA sequences.
We have investigated the structure of simian virus 40 (SV40) DNA integrated into the genome of transformed mouse mKS-A cells. We have identified at least six independent integration units containing intact or truncated SV40 DNA sequences. One integration unit was isolated from a genomic mKS-A cell library and investigated by restriction enzyme analysis and partial nucleotide sequencing. This integration unit contains one apparently intact SV40 genome flanked on both sides by truncated versions of the SV40 genome. One of the flanking elements contains a large deletion in the SV40 "late" region and an abbreviated SV40 "early" region. This element was efficiently excised and mobilized after fusion of mKS-A to COS cells. The excision products invariably included the entire SV40 early region even though they were derived from an integrated element lacking this part of the SV40 genome. An analysis of this discrepancy led to the conclusion that the early region sequences were acquired by homologous recombination and, furthermore, that homologous excisional recombination was clearly preferred over non-homologous recombination.